ARCTIC PAD
The STEP® MARINE - ARCTIC PAD is a heavy duty modular surface heating system that has
been developed to improve upon current offshore Anti-icing and De-icing methods.
Embedded within a heavy duty polyurethane blend is the STEP® MARINE heating system. A Low
voltage Self-Regulating heating element that runs on AC or DC power and comes in different
sizes and wattages. STEP® MARINE ARCTIC PAD has no moving parts requiring virtually no
maintenance while providing a number of key advantages when compared to typical heat trace
installations:









Easily installed - reduces labor intensive installation time and costs.
Improved heat distribution - more deliberate/effective de-icing & anti-icing.
High traction surface - prevents slips & falls.
Stress & impact resistant – flexible design eliminates repair and replacement costs.
Lighter weight - vs. heat traced concrete/epoxy blends
Reduces Labor intensive time and costs - vs. heat traced concrete/epoxy installations

INCREASING SAFETY IS ITS GREATEST BENEFIT BY PROVIDING A HIGH TRACTION SURFACE TO PREVENT SLIPS & FALLS
WHEN WORKING IN COLD OR HARSH ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTS.

HOW IT WORKS
When energized via low voltage, the STEP® MARINE heating core of the ARCTIC PAD works by
automatically adjusting to the changing ambient temperatures without any special or
sophisticated controls.
For example: as the ambient temperature drops, the heating core contracts microscopically and
the number of electrical paths between the bus wires increases precisely where and when it is
needed, generating more heat. Conversely as the ambient temperature rises, the core expands
and reduces the number of electrical paths, producing less heat.

ARCTIC PAD ANATOMY:
1. Cold Lead/Power Cord
2. STEP® Marine Heating
Element
3. Polyurethane Blend
4. Non-Skid & Protective Coating
5. Molded Traction Profiles

This simple and long used technology combined with the high thermal mass of the polymer
compounds provides increased energy efficiency over alternative solutions.
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The characteristics of the Self-Regulating core
combined with the insulation properties of our
Polymers, reduces energy consumption (rapid
heat loss) as the Arctic Pad reaches its optimal
operating temperature and moves into a cycle of
maintenance
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ARCTIC PAD
APPLICATIONS
In cold climates the formation of ice on ships as well as land based facilities creates serious problems, impacting safety of
personnel and economy of operations. As a purpose built-to-order system, the STEP® Marine ARCTIC PAD is unique in that it can
be customized to meet the various needs and requirements for almost any industrial or commercial application



Typical applications include:





Marine & Topside Decks
Stairways, Platforms and Landings
Egress/Escape Routes & Muster Stations
Industrial Facilities & Terminals

The most important element in providing a non-slip solution is the ability to provide the correct traction profile for the right

situation.
As such we have designed some of the best traction profiles available today all of which provide exceptional traction.
These profiles are molded as a part of the pad(s) and are augmented by the aluminum oxide within the non-skid coating.




Low Profile (LP) – walkways, landings, stair treads, catwalks, heli-decks
High Profile (HP) – deeper molded profile for heavy industrial applications
Large Low Profile (LLP) – walkways, catwalks and topsides
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ADDITIONAL DESIGN OPTIONS:






Beveled Edges (BE) – for smooth transitions between flooring surfaces
Color – choose a color or colored hazard zones
Labeling or Text - emboss information directly into the pads
Logo – emboss your company logo or safety symbols into the pads
Photo Luminescent Markers (Glow in the dark)

Take the next STEP towards improving safety year round.
Contact us today to learn more: design@warmfloor.com
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